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Introduction
In the penultimate series of this examination it is worth reporting on a number of areas that
have specifically been highlighted this year and to offer reminders about the structure and
purpose of the examination itself.
As reported in previous series, there have been opportunities for colleagues to attend
training events that have focused on the three texts covered in this unit - Lysistrata,
Doctor Faustus or Woyzeck. These events have been online and have featured overviews
of, and approaches to, the specific text with examples of responses from both Section A
and Section B and some information concerning Section C. They have been well-supported
by colleagues who appear to have found the information in them very useful for preparing
candidates for the examination.
Previous Examiners' Reports for this unit are still available on the Pearson Edexcel Website
and form part of the support material for centres.
Candidates sit a written examination during which they respond to focus questions around
the chosen text for Sections A and B and the live theatre experience for Section C.
The choice of text for Sections A and B of this unit has remained the same for the life of
the specification - Lysistrata, Doctor Faustus or Woyzeck - and candidates respond to the
chosen text from the viewpoint of a director preparing a production of the play.
The focus of each of the sections in the examination is as follows:
Section A is about rehearsal and candidates are given an extract from the chosen text to
respond to in a three part question that is worth up to 20 marks
Section B is about bringing the text to life for a twenty-first century audience in
performance and is worth up to 30 marks
Section C is about candidates responding to a live theatre performance of a play originally
written and performed in one of the other stated time periods for this unit and is worth up to
30 marks.
The unit is worth up to 80 marks and is a two and a half hour examination in which
candidates are supported by their annotated copy of the chosen text and up to 1,000 words
for their theatre evaluation, connecting the live experience and an understanding of the
play's historical context.
Historical context is a key feature of this unit, particularly with reference to responses
in Section B and Section C. Candidates who are not able to demonstrate an accurate
understanding of the historical context of the text explored or of the live production seen
will not be able to access the higher levels of marks. Examiners have reported for this series
more inaccurate references to the historical context of the chosen text of the production
seen than in the past. Basic facts about original performance conditions/context are
essential for candidates to be able to access the higher levels of marks and these facts do
need to be accurate. There is some leeway on this in the exploration of Woyzeck, as there
are conflicting reports about, for example, its original performance. Information about
the original performances of the other two texts is readily available and accepted and are
therefore not really open to debate or discussion.
There is an expectation from examiners that candidates have prepared for the examination,
with annotated copies of the text and notes to support Section C responses that candidates
offer in the answer booklet. Information about what is allowed in the notes and annotation
of the text can be found in the specification, the FAQs and the Administrative Support Guide.
The demands of the unit are around candidates responding to the specific focus of the
question, rather than offering a generalised overview based too closely on pre-prepared
material. The published mark scheme - which is available to download from the website indicates where examiners make decisions around responses that read as though they have
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been taken straight from the annotated text or from the Theatre Evaluation Notes.
In this penultimate series of this examination, examiners report that there is evidence of
candidates being well-prepared for the demands of this unit. This is particularly the case
for Section C responses where productions seen have led responses that have addressed
the specific demands of the chosen question. In Section B the evidence suggests that a
large number of candidates presented responses to the chosen question that recognised
the historical context of the play and made creative sense of it as an intended theatrical
experience for the audience.
The popularity of texts was very much the same as it was in 2015, with Woyzeck and
Lysistrata almost evenly distributed and Doctor Faustus remaining very much a niche
choice. There were fewer examples of candidates offering inappropriate or unworkable
interpretations of the chosen text this series - but there were some. What the examination
is demanding of them in Section B is that they respond to the chosen question as a
director wanting to bring an interpretation of the chosen text to life for a twenty-first
century audience, making specific reference to its historical performance context. What the
examination is not demanding is that they create a new play based on, suggested by, or
making passing reference to, the original text and its historical performance context. The
vast majority of candidates have prepared for the examination with these points in mind.
Where candidates struggled to justify an interpretation of the chosen text, they tried to
move too far away from the original or had not considered the text as a whole in their
interpretation and offered examples of how the intended interpretation might work in
performance but could not fully justify these in relation to a whole production of the play.
Where interpretations that would not be appropriate in relation to the demands of this
examination were noted, either the candidate did not understand the context of the chosen
play or they chose to ignore it.
For example here are some interpretations that examiners struggled with in terms of seeing
the connections with the original:
Lysistrata
Wives of rival football teams wanting to stop the rivalry between the players/supporters
Employees of rival supermarket chains 'sick of the competition between them'
Wives of junior doctors and politicians wanting to bring the dispute to an end
Doctor Faustus
Set in a children's playground and performed by children
Woyzeck
Various prisons/asylums/institutions where the full play in performance could not be realised
Set in a supermarket
For all three texts, the vast majority of candidates offered updated contexts for
productions and, with some notable exceptions, these were successfully explored in the
responses and offered opportunities for candidates to make the necessary connections and
to justify their ideas in relation to the specific demands of the question.
In Section A across all three texts, examiners reported a mixed response, with a significant
number of candidates not able to respond to the specific demands of the extract and the
question with appropriate rehearsal techniques, methods or strategies. There were fewer
examples of candidates not completing this section and fewer examples of candidates
writing about performance, not rehearsal, in part c) of the question.
Some candidates struggled to define the purpose of rehearsal or, at times, to apply the
techniques, methods or strategies to the specifics of the question, almost as if there was
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a list of techniques in the annotated script and these would be applied no matter what the
extract or the focus of the question. Examiners reported that there was a strong feeling
in some cases of candidates copying word for word from the annotated text in cases, for
example, when they just stated the technique and why it would be used with nothing
specifically to connect to the extract. In other instances candidates tried to justify the
technique in relation to the extract but failed to do so because it was not appropriate. There
were large numbers of candidates who were able to access the higher marks in this section
by offering confident, well-judged and appropriate techniques, methods and strategies
in order to demonstrate a clear understanding of a director working with a company in
rehearsal.
In Section B, across all three texts, candidates were not able to access marks above Level
3 (13-18 out of 30), because:
There was no specific and developed reference to an understanding of the play's OPC
(original performance context). Due to this requirement not being met, there were examples
of highly imaginative and theatrically challenging responses that were written to the
demands of the question that did not justify the intended interpretation in relation to an
understanding of the play's historical context.
The response was too brief. For up to 30 marks in an A Level examination, there is an
expectation that candidates who are looking to access the higher levels of marks (Levels
4 and 5 in this case) are presenting well-rounded and considered responses that are
developed around the specific demands of the question and offer sufficient examples from
the intended interpretation in relation to the play's OPC, in order to demonstrate to the
examiner that their ideas could work in performance.
Other responses did not achieve the high levels of marks for other reasons, some of which
have already been mentioned in this report. Centres are encouraged to read the mark
scheme and previous Examiners' Reports to gain a more-rounded overview of what will
enable candidates to access the higher levels of marks in this section.
The pairing of questions in this section followed exactly the same pattern as for previous
series and the even number questions (4, 6 or 8) were by far the more popular choice for
candidates but, for those who did choose the other question (5, 7 or 9), they were often
able to offer well-rounded and considered responses about their staging in their chosen
space that did not either wander too much away from the demands of the question.
Responses to Section C were mixed but, overall, for a lot of candidates this earned them
the highest mark on the paper. There were 3 main reasons why candidates were not able to
access marks in the higher levels in this section:
Responses were not sufficiently analytical or evaluative and merely reported the experience
from the viewpoint of a member of the audience.
The specific demands of the question were not met - including sufficient reference to
the statement in Q.10 - and there was a clear sense of the response been taken straight
from the Theatre Evaluation Notes. Centres are reminded that these notes are to support
responses with information about the live production and its historical context connections.
They are not intended to be a framework for structuring responses.
The response was too brief - see point 2 under Section B as expectations in this section in
terms of length of response are very similar.
Where responses were balanced, however, offering clear, thoughtful and considered opinions
as an informed member of the audience, candidates were able to access the higher levels of
marks and demonstrated an enthusiastic response to live theatre in relation to the demands
of this unit. In a significant number of cases, candidates were accessing the higher levels
of marks in Section C but struggling at level 2 or 3 in Section B. It appears that these
candidates are not able to make the clear connection between the demands of the two
sections in terms of referencing the social, cultural, historical and political contexts. Whilst
the majority of candidates get this right in Section C, there is clear evidence of candidates
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struggling with this requirement in Section B.
Section C responses, by necessity will reference a vast range of productions seen. Of the
two questions, Q.10 was by for the more popular and, for those candidates tackling Q.11,
responses were mixed, with a number of candidates not able to access the higher levels of
marks because they did not connect their chosen two actors sufficiently to the production as
a whole.
The vast majority of responses in this section were to productions of plays by Shakespeare
and the most popular of these were:
As You Like It, Hamlet, Measure for Measure, Macbeth and A Midsummer Night's Dream
Other notable productions written about included:
Doctor Faustus, The Duchess of Malfi, Lysistrata, Medea, Hedda Gabler and The Importance
of Being Earnest
There were very few examples of candidates writing about 'out of time' productions -an
exception being Woman in Black - but there were examples of candidates writing about
productions that were not actually written for the theatre in the stated time period - The
Odyssey, for example.
The vast majority of candidates completed responses in the time allowed and within
the answer booklet without needing additional sheets. Those who did require additional
sheets, however, did not always access the higher levels of marks with examiners reporting
unfocused and rambling responses, not specifically or significantly addressing the chosen
question and reading more like prepared answers. The pages in the booklet have been
compiled with an expectation of the maximum amount a candidate can be expected to write
in a two and a half hour examination. Taking size of hand writing into account, there is no
expectation for candidates to write beyond the pages of the booklet in order to access the
higher levels of marks. The examples in this report are all taken from work by candidates
that was completed within the framework of the answer booklet.
Across the cohort there was evidence of candidates being able to apply an understanding
of the chosen text and of the production seen in its historical context for Section C in
responses across the paper. The extracts from work that follow in this report represent
a snapshot of responses that achieved the higher levels of marks. They are included as
they demonstrate ways in which candidates are able to access the higher levels of marks
without needing continuation sheets and they offer an insight into something of the range
of responses examiners have seen. These responses should be read in conjunction with the
commentary that is included with each extract, the examination paper and the published
mark scheme.
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Question 1
This question looks at exploring the given stage direction which is near the start of the
extract (1a), the relationship between Stratyllis and the women (1b) and exploring language
in the extract (1c).
The focus of the extract is on the confrontation between the men's and women's choruses
with the candidate in the role of director invited to focus on specific aspects of the extract.
There are two examples of responses from this series of the examination.
The two responses that follow earned high marks for this question. They are detailed and
engage with the specific demands of the question with practical examples in place to show
evidence of a director working with a company and both responses address the specific
demands of the question in relation to the given extract and to the director working with the
performers.
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Examiner Comments

1a) T
 his example focuses on the two choruses facing each other across the performing area. Both
examples are valid and connect sufficiently to the chosen part of the stage direction.
1b) T
 he candidate addresses the specifics of the question and offers three rehearsal techniques in
order to explore this relationship at this time. The focus on Stratyllis and Women is evident - even
though the second example does wander away from this at one point. The techniques chosen are
valid and connect to the extract and the demands of the question.
1c) E
 xamples are here, supported by clear evidence of connecting into the extract. This is not a
response that earns full marks but it is a typical response from this question that shows the
candidate has an understanding of the techniques and is able to apply them to this question.

Examiner Tip

1a) T
 he candidate gets straight to the point. There is no requirement to contextualise the
extract, nor to anticipate the eventual outcomes of the activities. For up to 4 marks there is
no requirement to fill the available space in the booklet.
1b) W
 hen planning for this question it might be an idea to have techniques under different
headings that you can draw upon - vocal, non-verbal, physical, off-text, for example - in
order for the candidate to be able to offer a variety in the response.
1c) T
 his is a good example of the candidate helping the examiner to see that the response is
referencing the specific extract by using page numbers, for example, in the response. For
up to 10 marks it is worth spending time on preparing for this response which is, in effect,
a mini essay. There is no specified number of techniques here but 3 would be too few and
six would be too many.
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This response is a strong response across all three parts of the question and is stronger
on c) than the previous response. Put the two examples together and you can see how
candidates are able to access the higher marks for this question by using clear and
recognisable examples of what they would do - and may actually have done - in order to
respond to these kinds of questions.
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Examiner Comments

Across the 3 parts of the question the candidate
shows understanding of a director working with a
company in order to explore the extract - there is a
structure to the response overall and the evidence
suggests that the candidate is aware of how and
why the suggested methods might be used

Examiner Tip

Each part of the question has a specific
focus - the stage direction, the particular
relationship and exploring the use of
language - and, in preparation for this
question, it might be a useful activity to
practically explore extracts of similar length
and then use these types of questions in
follow-up written tasks.
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Question 2
The extract features Faustus and Mephistopheles primarily and the question focuses
on a stage direction at the end of the extract (2a), exploring the relationship between
Mephistopheles and Faustus at this moment in the play (2b) and exploring the use of
language in this extract (2c). The question is looking for practical approaches to rehearsal a
director may have in order to develop understanding with performers.
This example is a high-scoring example. Although not full marks, it is well on the way and
looking at, for example 2c), it is clear that the candidate has an understanding of how the
chosen techniques can be used to explore the use of language in rehearsal.
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Examiner Comments

The response demonstrates an understanding of the extract and covers the specific areas demanded
in the 3 parts of the question. The techniques themselves are appropriate and b), for example,
earned full marks with a) and c) almost earning full marks.

Examiner Tip

For c) when preparing for what is in effect a mini essay it might be worth spending some
time on the structure of the response so there is a logical progression with the rehearsal
techniques used that would take the performers through the experience of exploring, in
this case, the language. This would help the response to become more than just a list of
techniques and avoid the ‘first I would...and then I would...’ approach that is often evident
in responses in this section.
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Question 3
The question covers the transition between scenes 6 and 7 (3a), the relationship between
Doctor and Woyzeck (3b) and the use of language in the extract (3c). The response included
here is a typical response. It is a high scoring response and demonstrates not only an
understanding of the text and how it might be explored with the performers in rehearsal but
also an understanding of the purpose of the techniques used. There is a confidence in the
response and in the ideas that are offered.
The extract brings together arguably two of the key scenes in the play and the focus of each
part of the question is clear with candidates invited to offer ideas for exploring the use of
language across the whole of the extract in c). To achieve higher marks for c), - Level 3 candidates are expected to reference both scenes in the response and this candidate does
that.
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Examiner Comments

This response provides clear examples of ‘what’ and ‘why’ in relation to techniques used. For a), for
example, there are two ways with reasons and for b) the three techniques are appropriate, although
the third one is not as clearly rooted in the extract as the first two.

Examiner Tip

Examples taken straight from the extract - as this response does - indicate to the examiner
that the candidate is rooting the response in the extract and not writing about a general
rehearsal activity. Candidates achieving the higher levels of marks are those that tend to
follow the pattern of:
• This is what I’m doing
• This is why I’m doing it
• This is an example of how it works
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Question 4
This question (along with 6 and 8) was one of the more popular of the choices of two section
B responses. The question gives scope for candidates to select the focus of their response
as long as it is meeting the demands of the question and gives them the opportunity to
reference the original performance context of the play. The danger in responding to this
kind of question is that candidates will just throw everything at it without thought of the
structure of the response to demonstrate the structure and purpose of the production.
The word justify is key and candidates who were able to recognise this were able to present
well-structured, well-considered responses that often accessed Level 4 and Level 5 in the
mark scheme. A significant number of candidates went into the prepared answer and did
not reference the demands of the question or sometimes played lip service to the word
'impact' by dropping it in at the start of what appeared to be each pre-prepared paragraph.
These responses also invariably lacked any consideration of the play's original performance
context. A clue for examiners was often the candidate who used the phrase my play, instead
of my production.
This example is a Level 5 response. It is one of a number that referenced an actual sex
strike - in this case in Kenya in 2009 - in order to connect the ancient Greek text with
something tangible from the 21st century. It is not the best written response that was
produced this year but there is a clear structure that takes the examiner through the
experience and makes the connections between the 'now' and 'then' more relevant. There is
depth here and understanding.
This response is one of a number that referenced real sex strikes as a connecting point other connections used were from Colombia, for example. The structure of the response
takes the examiner through the experience for the 21st century audience and makes clear
connections between decisions made with reference to the play's original performance.
Decisions are justified at every opportunity and there is a clear sense of how this production
would make impact on the 21st century audience.
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Examiner Comments

The structure here takes the examiner through the experience and ideas are valid in terms
of the updated context and the experience for the audience. It is not overburdened by
references to practitioners, for example, but where these are used they are connected
effectively to the proposed production. Ideas around costume, for example, are explored
well to show an understanding of the experience for the 21st century audience in relation to
what it would have been like for the original audience. There are sufficient examples in place
here in a well-structured response to indicate that the candidate has carefully considered
the production and has then been able to connect these ideas to the demands of the
question.

Examiner Tip

Candidates will often want to update the context in order to engage a 21st century
audience - although there is no requirement for them to do so. Whilst this should be
explored positively, updates need to be considered alongside an understanding of the
playwright’s original intentions as far as is generally understood and accepted.
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Question 5
This question, along with 7 and 9 was less popular than the other question this series. This
is often the case in this unit and it could be because the demands of the question are more
specific than the other question, although there is certainly room for candidates to focus on
a range of aspects of their proposed production whilst still addressing the specific demands
of staging and chosen space.
Those who did attempt this question appeared to fall into two camps - those who explored
the staging of their proposed production to include clear reference points for aspects of the
production that were enhanced by staging considerations, and those who simply described
the chosen space - an empty warehouse, in the round, a deserted wood with a lake in the
middle, the National Theatre, my school's drama studio, for example - and the set within the
space - a symbolic set consisting of....., a realistic set on a revolve, for example.
At this level of study the question is not just about what the staging will look like within the
chosen space - for which the examination accepted chosen stage configurations as well as
actual named/unnamed venues - it is also about how considerations to do with staging the
production will bring the play to life for the audience through the candidate's approach.
This response represents a considered approach to the staging - in the round - and
offers clear examples of how elements of the production will be brought together in order
to engage the audience. What places this response in Level 4 (it is not Level 5) is the
connecting references to the play's OPC that are embedded in the response, and the ways
in which the candidate is able to demonstrate the use of the staging, rather than just
describing the elements referenced.
This response is well-structured and the opening paragraph effectively sets out the
intentions for the proposed production in relation to an understanding of the play's original
performance context.
The examples are clear, and cover aspects of the staging of the production within the
chosen 'in the round' space. There is a confidence in the examples that makes the intended
interpretation more convincing to the examiner and the examples used are chosen well.
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Examiner Comments

This is a Level 4 response and is structured effectively to take the reader through a number of ideas
about the staging and to make connections to the play’s original performance context.
There were initial doubts about this ‘in the round’ performance and the ‘raised platform’ to be used
because of sightlines but the assumption has to be that the audience seating will be tiered to look
down on the performance space. The candidate should have made this clear for the examiner.
The examples used from the production give a flavour of the experience for the audience within the
space and, although the response does wander away from the specifics of the question, there is
sufficient evidence here to place this response in Level 4.

Examiner Tip

This response is structured around the elements of the production and demonstrates a
depth of understanding that connects to the question and to the play's OPC.
Once a candidate has the ideas in place, it might be a useful activity to map out
how all of the production elements come together to support key moments in the
production in order to encourage them to give supported examples that make more
than one connection: for example, what is the lighting state during the siege of the
Acropolis, where are individual performers in relation to others in the space, what is
happening with costume at this particular moment, how is sound/music being used?
This will encourage a more-rounded and sophisticated response in the exam.
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Question 6
This question along with 4 and 8 was among more popular of the choice of two section B
responses. The question gives scope for candidates to select the focus of their response
as long as it is meeting the demands of the question and gives them the opportunity to
reference the original performance context of the play. The danger in responding to this
kind of question is that candidates will just throw everything at it without thought of the
structure of the response to demonstrate the coherence and purpose of the production.
The word justify is key and candidates who were able to recognise this were able to present
well-structured, well-considered responses that often accessed Level 4 and Level 5 on the
mark scheme. A significant number of candidates, however, went into the prepared answer
and did not reference the demands of the question or only played lip service to the word
'impact' by dropping it in at the start of what appeared to be each pre-prepared paragraph.
These responses lacked any consideration of the play's original performance context. A
clue for examiners was often the candidate who used the phrase my play, instead of my
production.
This is a Level 5 response. It references an understanding of the play's original performance
conditions, alongside supporting examples from the proposed production in relation to the
demands of the question. Ideas for the proposed production are justified in terms of the
original and what is achievable within a performance space for a 21st century audience.
Whilst comparatively few candidates explored this text for the examination, it is a good
example of where those who did were able to access the higher levels of marks.
This response is confident and well-structured and offers examples that effectively connect
the intended interpretation, the original performance context, and the demands of the
question.
The questions in this section demand referencing an understanding of the play's original
performance context in order to be able to access the higher levels of marks and this
response clearly does that.
There were examples in this series of candidates who made either no connecting
observations or far too many, making the responses not able to access the higher levels of
marks.
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Examiner Comments

The response offers examples from the proposed production and the audience is very much at the
centre of it. The production itself does make theatrical sense in that it would work within the chosen
performance space with the focus on fame and non-verbal communication justified for a 21st century
audience.
There are sufficient reference points for this to be a production of Faustus and not a new play based
on it. The staging with the use of ladders, for example, would work and the use of the red tie, for
example, to connect to Faustus's fate would also be effective.

Examiner Tip

Take this response and use it with candidates preparing for the examination and by
telling them it is just in Level 5, ask them to highlight examples that they think take
it into that Level based on the Mark Scheme and, if they were writing it, what else
they could include to make sure that it was more firmly in that level.
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Question 7
This question, along with 5 and 9 was less popular than the other question in this series.
This is often the case in this unit and it could be that it is because the demands of the
question are more specific than the other question, although there is certainly room for
candidates to focus on a range of aspects of their proposed production whilst still addressing
the specific demands of staging and chosen space.
Those who did attempt this question appeared to fall into two camps - those who explored
the staging of their proposed production to include clear reference points for aspects of the
production that were enhanced by staging considerations, and those who simply described
the chosen space - an empty warehouse, in the round, a deserted wood with a lake in the
middle, the National Theatre, my school's drama studio, for example - and the set within the
space - a symbolic set consisting of....., a realistic set on a revolve, for example.
At this level of study the question is not just about what the staging will look like within the
chosen space - for which the examination accepted chosen stage configurations as well as
actual named/unnamed venues - it is also about how considerations to do with staging the
production will bring the play to life for the audience through the candidate's approach.
For reference points to responses to this question it is also worth looking at the Q5 and Q9
responses that are included in this report. There were very few candidates who attempted
this question and those that did produced similar responses to those for the other two texts.
The response that follows was placed in Level 4 and it exhibits all of the characteristics of a
response at this level.
This is a confident and well-structured response that covers a lot of ground as far as this
particular question is concerned. The question is about staging in a chosen space. This
response has a specific venue in mind and a specific type of staging using a revolve and,
from this starting point, makes a number of connections between the play's OPC and the
intended live performance.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate uses sketches effectively to support the proposed production. There are no marks for
the sketches themselves but where they help the examiner to see the way the ideas are developing
they can be very useful.
As a Level 4 response the candidate is making the connections between the proposed production, the
play’s OPC and the specific demands of the question and is able to do this with clear reference to key
moments during the production for the audience.
The revolve features heavily in the response and this is a good example of where the candidate has
focused on one aspect of the staging and built the response around it.

Examiner Tip

As part of the annotation of the script, it is useful for candidates to have sketches and
drawings of aspects of their set/staging/costume/lighting states at key moments in the
production. They do not have to use them in the response, but they might be either a
visual reminder for the candidate or they might be used in the exam - as this candidate
has done - to support the writing and to help the examiner to see the intentions.
There is nothing anywhere that states how much or how little annotation is permitted
in the script but, if there is too much then this will make it difficult to access during the
exam, and if there is too little then it will become pointless.
It might be worth making notes in pencil initially.
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Question 8
This question along with 4 and 6 was the more popular of the choice of two section B
responses in this series of the examination. The question gives scope for candidates to
select the focus of their response as long as it is meeting the demands of the question and
gives them the opportunity to reference the original performance context of the play. The
danger in responding to this kind of question is that candidates will just throw everything at
it without thought of the structure of the response to demonstrate the structure and purpose
of the production.
The word justify is key and candidates who were able to recognise this were also able to
present well-structured, well-considered responses that often accessed Level 4 and Level 5
on the mark scheme. A significant number of candidates, however, went into the prepared
answer and did not reference the demands of the question or only played lip service to
the word 'impact' by dropping it in at the start of what appeared to be each pre-prepared
paragraph. These responses also invariably lacked any consideration of the play's original
performance context. A clue for examiners was often the candidate who used the phrase my
play, instead of my production.
This is a clear example of a Level 5 response that references an understanding of the play's
OPC and offers ideas of how to engage a 21st century audience with a production of the
play. There is a confidence in the ideas and the chosen examples are well-supported but,
more importantly, they appear to sit well within the production as a whole.
There are interesting ideas here and the audience is considered in the response in terms
of intended impact. Connections to the play's original performance context appear to arise
naturally within the response, rather than feature as a bolt-on to the overall interpretation,
and there is a confidence in the response that indicates an understanding of the proposed
production and what it is setting out to achieve - with the ensemble as the focus rather than
the set, for example.
This is a Level 5 response.
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Examiner Comments

There is a logical progression through the proposed production with clear connections made to
the OPC and the specific demands of the question. The use of the diagram is particularly effective
as the candidate refers to it and, as a visual aid, it helps the examiner to see this production in
performance and it also helps the candidate in structuring their response. Whilst there are no
specific marks for the use of drawings, sketches or diagrams, carefully placed, they can be useful to
support the writing.

Examiner Tip

Preparation for this examination is more than just about knowing the text and how
to bring it to life for a 21st century audience. It is also about being able to structure
a response under examination conditions in relation to an unseen question that
has a logical progression and is more than just a series of presented notes. Giving
opportunities to do this under examination-timed conditions using past papers is really
useful - particularly for those who have to sustain writing by hand for the length of the
examination.
There is a lot for candidates to juggle in this exam - answer booklet, source booklet,
annotated text and Theatre Evaluation Notes - so a carefully structured approach will be
really supportive for them on the day.
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Question 9
This question, along with 5 and 7 was less popular than the other question this series. This
is often the case in this unit and it could be because the demands of the question are more
specific than the other question, although there is certainly room for candidates to focus on
a range of aspects of their proposed production whilst still addressing the specific demands
of staging and chosen space.
Those who did attempt this question appeared to fall into two camps - those who explored
the staging of their proposed production to include clear reference points for aspects of the
production that were enhanced by staging considerations, and those who simply described
the chosen space - an empty warehouse, in the round, a deserted wood with a lake in the
middle, the National Theatre, my school's drama studio, for example - and the set within the
space - a symbolic set consisting of....., a realistic set on a revolve, for example.
At this level of study the question is not just about what the staging will look like within
the chosen space - for which the examination accepted chosen stage configurations as well
as actual named/unnamed venues - it is about how considerations to do with staging the
production will bring it to life for the audience through the candidate's approach.
The response that follows is a Level 5 response and it might be interesting to look at it in
relation to the Level 4 responses to the other two texts for this question.
This is a Level 5 response. There is a confidence in the writing that indicates an
understanding of how the proposed production will set out to engage the audience. The
specific demands of the question are addressed and the examples used connect both the
proposed live performance and aspects of the play's OPC.
The sketch is extremely helpful and the annotation is well-placed and informative. This is
an excellent example of how a well-placed sketch with annotation can really support the
candidate in engaging with the examiner.
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Examiner Comments

The ‘updating’ of the context in this instance is sufficiently open to enable a degree of artistic
interpretation for a twenty-first century audience that other concepts/interpretations often inhibit.
The production set in a prison or a concentration camp or an old asylum, for example immediately
has the examiner asking questions that are sometimes answered, but not often: what about the
fairground scene?
This candidate takes the examiner through the experience and offers clear connection points to the
play’s OPC to support decisions made for the proposed production.

Examiner Tip

When preparing this play for the exam, it is worth considering where the focus of the
OPC is going to be: 1836, 1875, 1913, or a combination of these dates.
It might be that a response that focuses on 1913 as the OPC, for example, enables
candidates to offer a more precise connecting point than one that tries to include
everything there is to know about Buchner.
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Question 10
In this question, candidates must specifically address the statement in order to access the
higher levels of marks.
The purpose of the statement is to focus the response. It is not enough for candidates
to read it, mention it in the opening paragraph, and then go on to present the 'prepared
answer'. Successful candidates really get to grips with the statement - it is intended to
provoke a response - and weigh it up in relation to the production they have seen and the
play's OPC. They are invited to discuss the statement and to therefore, through discussion,
make a decision about to what extent they agree with it based on their experience and their
understanding of the way theatre works now and worked for its audience in the past.
The vast majority of productions seen were of plays by Shakespeare and the example that
follows evaluates one of the two productions of Hamlet that featured quite frequently this
year and the response was placed in Level 5.
This is a confident response to the production and has all of the features placing it in Level
5. It is coherent and knowledgeable.
The candidate was clearly engaged by this particular production and is able to make
clear reference points that incorporate the live production, an understanding of the play's
historical context, and the statement.
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Examiner Comments

There are clear examples here to indicate the level of engagement with the live experience. The
response is well-structured and the use of paragraphs helps to break it up and to indicate a change of
thought for the examiner.
References to the play’s OPC are embedded in the response and support the observations made but
they do not dominate it.
The candidate uses specific examples from the live experience to support the discussion and these
centre on production elements including acting, lighting and staging.

Examiner Tip

Paragraphing helps to break up the page for the examiner - and, of course, for the
candidate. It is sometimes difficult for candidates to come up with paragraph starters
in order to avoid repeating ‘And another thing I saw was....’, for example. As part of
the preparation for the exam, it might be worth exploring a range of starters/opening
sentences/phrases that candidates can use to see if they suit them and help to develop their
work. This is not a statement bank as such, but it might provide some support for those
who struggle with phrasing.
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Question 11
This question asks the candidates to focus on the contribution of two actors in key roles and
to compare this with the play's original performance.
It was not a popular option this series, but it did produce a range of responses that
indicated degrees of engagement with the live production in relation to an understanding
of its historical context. Where candidates struggled to earn marks above Level 3 it tended
to be because they wrote about the two actors in isolation, with little or no sense of the
production as a whole, or they wrote about one of the actors in great detail and did not give
sufficient weighting to the other one.
The response that follows is a Level 5 response to a production of Macbeth.
This is a Level 5 response that is well-structured and balanced and connects the two actors
in key roles with an understanding of the production as a whole as well as with the play's
historical context.
The two actors are chosen well and the candidate clearly has an understanding not only of
their roles within the production but of the wider context as well for both a 21st century
audience and for its original.
What is important here, and what places this response in Level 5, is that there is clear
evidence of the two actors working within the production as a whole.
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Examiner Comments

The actors are chosen well and named. The director is named. There is a strong sense of a coherent
and knowledgeable response here from a candidate who understood the live experience and was then
able to make the necessary connections.
It is a personal response that demonstrates a clear understanding as an informed member of the
audience of how theatre works.

Examiner Tip

In compiling the Theatre Evaluation Notes it might be worth considering the following headings:
• What did we see?
• What did we hear?
• What did we think about it?
And then to make the connection across the page:
• What might they have seen?
• What might they have heard?
• What might they have thought about it?
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
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•

They should read the responses and commentary on all of the Section B texts, even
if Lysistrata, for example, is their chosen text. This will provide candidates with an
overview of the unit.

•

They should explore their chosen texts in practical workshop sessions.

•

They should structure their written responses across all of the questions.

•

They should present the necessary information in a coherent, logical way.

•

Where it is relevant they should bear in mind the historical context of the chosen texts.

•

They should avoid generalised overviews based too closely on pre-prepared material.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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